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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

WLC MUSE

WLC MUSE, LLC

LEVENTHAL

March 5, 2020
Ernest N. Morial New Orleans Exhibition Hall Authority
900 Convention Center Boulevard
New Orleans, LA 70130
Subject: RFP for Master Developer Convention Center District Development Project
Contract No.: C-1564

Dear Members of the Authority,
On behalf of the Woodward, Leventhal, Carpenter & Company team, referred herein as WLC
Muse, LLC, thank you for the opportunity to refine our concept and present our vision as Master
Developer on the Convention Center District Development Project.
The vision we present reflects our team’s assessment of the highest and best use of your land,
informed by thorough studies of the city and state’s current and future market needs as well as
our team’s unique perspective and successful experience creating similar dynamic mixed-used
developments. While the general concept of our initial presentation remains, this presentation
includes a deeper focus on phasing for immediate site activation, street and traffic improvements
to sustain increased density in the area, and a sharpened residential mix to respond to the
current and future market needs of the area.

VISION FOR THE FUTURE
Our Vision
Our team’s vision is to create a vibrant, diverse neighborhood that genuinely reflects the soul
of our city and creates a legacy of equity and prosperity for the people of New Orleans. We will
create attainable, desirable spaces for living, working, dining, shopping, meeting, and celebrating
that appeal to a wide range of lifestyles and income levels among locals and guests alike. We will
maximize the development’s short- and long-term economic impact by strategically partnering
with companies and individuals that reflect the enviable culture and diversity of the city and
position the district for sustainable success serving and entertaining the city’s citizens and
visitors for years to come.
Our vision is to create a wellspring of opportunity for all New Orleanians to achieve their dreams
and thrive together—and to share this uniquely New Orleans way of life with our city’s guests.
To us, this vision is far more than a development opportunity; it is a privilege and a responsibility.
It is our responsibility to leverage this land for the city and to ensure it not only provides guests
with an authentic taste of New Orleans but that it also provides generations of New Orleanians
with pathways to prosperity and fulfillment.
In the following pages, you will learn that the team we assembled and continue to cultivate is
demonstrably best qualified to accept this responsibility and realize this transformative vision for
the city we all love.
Muse Landing
Many of our Carnival traditions and city landmarks draw inspiration from Greek mythology. The
storied and variably enunciated streets surrounding this new district are named for the nine
Muses, inspirational goddesses of literature, science, and the arts. They are Calliope, Clio, Erato,
Thalia, Melpomene, Terpsichore, Euterpe, Polymnia, and Urania. We will call this mixed-use
district, reflecting the art, sound, and poetry of New Orleans, Muse Landing.
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Program Overview
This spirited, walkable neighborhood will be kick-started by the construction of desirable
residential buildings addressing multiple income levels, a dynamic new entertainment venue,
public open space, and an early retail component to serve the first wave of residents and draw
people from around the city. The first two phases of projects will be followed by co-working and
boutique office spaces, high-rise residential buildings, restaurants, retail, and outdoor attractions.
Through thoughtful planning and design, contemporary translations of historical and cultural
vernaculars are incorporated throughout the project. Altogether, the neighborhood offers
residents and guests an experience unlike anything else in the city that is both authentic and
wholly new.
This plan extends Convention Center Boulevard, creating an active linear experience from which
the core program and public spaces extend. The plan creates a diverse set of residential offerings
and creative office spaces alongside several entertainment anchors. This scheme prioritizes the
Convention Center operations by seamlessly integrating additional parking and staging areas
while strategically preserving land for future expansion of convention programming.
Our concept leverages the full landholdings of the Ernest N. Morial New Orleans Exhibition Hall
Authority (“the Authority” or “The Convention Center Authority”) and demonstrates our team’s
comprehensive vision for the immediate and long-term success of this redevelopment. We
would be honored to be selected as Master Developer tasked with any amount of this property;
leaning on the collective experience and expertise of its members, our team strongly believes
that broadening the development to the full 45 acres will achieve the highest and best use of the
site and its infrastructure, thereby creating additional investment opportunities, facilitating better
coordination with the convention center hotel development, increasing public engagement with
the site, and ultimately maximizing the full benefit of the property for the Authority and for the
city, its people, and its guests.

DISTINCT AND STRATEGIC APPROACH
The physical district plan is centered on six district design principles:
The first is using Convention Center Boulevard as a civic spine. This strategy capitalizes on
the Authority’s recent investment and positions this spine as the main street of the project with
every major program element set along it.
The second principle is creating context sensitive development which seeks to establish a
gradation of density and character from the surrounding areas. This both blends the district into
the city and respects adjacent residents.
The third principle is the creation of a new river experience. Our team will establish strong
physical and visual connections to the riverfront through orientation of buildings, public open
space, and a long-term commitment to working with the City and the Authority to realize a new
riverfront park.
The fourth principle is creating 21st-century living with New Orleans soul. This principle
guides our decisions around the creation of a contemporary and sustainable urban form imbued
with the distinctive, enviable New Orleans way of life.
The fifth district principle is creating a diverse mix of uses that complement adjacent
neighborhoods and existing businesses. Our development seeks to fill in market gaps by
strategically analyzing surrounding conditions and proposing uses that will complement rather
than supplant existing businesses and residential developments.
The final principle is early activation to demonstrate commitment and generate
momentum. Our team will execute early high-impact mixed-use construction and a temporary
public festival ground in phases one and two of redevelopment. These elements will publicly
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demonstrate the team’s commitment to the project and ensure momentum continues to build
throughout all phases of this historic endeavor.
Together, these principles will guide our design team’s decision-making process and serve as a
constant reminder of what this place should be.

VALUE PROPOSITION
Muse Landing presents great economic value and return opportunity to all stakeholders
including The Convention Center Authority, the City, the State of Louisiana, and the Convention
Center Hotel Development Team.
The key initiative our team identified to bring early value and high economic impact is the
activation of two strategic parcels located in the heart of the district. One parcel will host an
architecturally stunning, flexible entertainment venue with capacity to serve 4,000-5,000 guests.
This economically viable facility will bring an immediate charge to the area for both The New
Orleans Convention Center, which will give conventions a nighttime attraction and the ability
to utilize the space for much needed after hours events. Based on preliminary discussions with
the Convention Center Hotel Development Team, we understand this will be the highest and
best benefit to their hotel development, providing guests with a large, compelling, walkable
entertainment venue. For our team, creating the entertainment venue in the inaugural phase of
the district, helps us to bring energy and brand identity to the area, inspiring locals and guests to
begin connecting the location with the vision.

EXPEDITED ACTIVATION & PHASING
An essential principle to this project’s success is introducing the public to the concept, identity,
and brand of the district as the vision continues to take shape. Through strategic sequencing of
the district’s components, we will activate areas close to the proposed Convention Center Hotel
through the construction of a uniquely sized event venue while simultaneously constructing the
first phase of several multi-family residences with retail and parking, bringing long-term density
to the area immediately. After the initial phases complete the heart of the site, our team proposes
a series of rolling phases that parallel market demand. Market demand will be catalyzed by
high quality investment in the public realm and architectural character of the district, which we
believe will “make the market” and offer a fast track to realizing more of the vision sooner than
expected.

COMMITMENT TO SUPPORTING LOCAL BUSINESSES
Through civic engagement and direct strategic efforts, our team demonstrates a deep
commitment to uplifting small, disadvantaged, and local businesses. We are committed to the
SEB/DBE program goals and pledge to seek opportunities for wide engagement throughout the
entirety of the project and operation of the district.
Our team achieved unprecedented success with SEB/DBE contractors on our current project,
the Four Seasons New Orleans Hotel & Private Residences (FSNO). The development team
established an SEB/DBE committee made up of the lead developers and captained by Henry
Coaxum, Lee Jackson, and Glenda McKinley to provide continuous oversight and to support
outreach efforts to SEB/DBE firms. As a result of extraordinary strategic efforts, FSNO will
award over $123 million in contracts to over 40 SEB/DBE firms, helping to spark sustainable
growth among small, local firms and create greater economic parity in the city.
Our team welcomes the opportunity to once again support SEB/DBE firms with the unyielding
determination to build upon our success at FSNO. We intentionally cultivated a diverse team
of individuals who share this commitment and take seriously our responsibility to create a
sustainable, equitable local economy.

FINANCIAL STRENGTH AND ABILITY
A development of this scale and significance requires the formation of a team of firms and
individuals possessing demonstrable expertise and success in executing transformative real
estate developments. Equally important, the team chosen must also demonstrate its members
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earned the trust of our city’s citizens through unshakable personal and professional dedication
and investment in its people and its future. Our master development team represents a unique
cadre of widely respected local professionals and nationally renowned developers and investors.
All members of the team will commit equity to the project, allowing our group to proceed
immediately with the early phases of activation without requiring debt. This approach also
provides our team the ability to secure additional partnerships and investment opportunities and
supports the long-term financial vision to strategically sequence each crucial phase of this new
district. Additional development team members have been added for your reference in Section
2- Update to Team Composition and Responsibilities. These individuals include Lee Jackson of
Jackson Offshore, and Crystal and Todd McDonald of JCM Management Group, LLC.

MASTER PLANNING, DESIGN, AND CONSTRUCTION EXPERTISE
In addition to financial power, our development team and selected consultants bring dynamic
technical expertise to ensure successful activation of the various aspects of this development.
Sasaki serves as our master planning and urban design firm enriching our team with their
experience successfully designing and executing similar urban developments around the globe.
Team members at Sasaki apply their knowledge of industry best practices and standards of urban
design creating the innovative solutions needed to enhance this unique area and achieve the
Authority’s objectives. Woodward Design Group will assist Sasaki in navigating local permitting
and entitlements.
ASM Global and AEG Presents serve as our team’s entertainment program partner and intended
operator. They will impart best practices and event innovation strategies for early and long-term
site activation, including early phase festival grounds. ASM’s close relationship with the various
Benson organizations through management of other local entertainment venues plus their
demonstrated success engaging with entities such as the Convention Center provide our team
with a “hit the ground running” approach to early activation of exciting entertainment programs.
Urban Systems, Inc. joins our team as local traffic consultant with years of experience studying
this unique and complex corridor. The firm will continue to study and present solutions to
establish the street grid, site infrastructure, and connections necessary for an accessible, active
mixed-use district.
Finally, Woodward-AECOM Tishman Joint Venture will be the team’s construction management
partner, driving successful processes of pre-design, pre-construction, construction execution of
various parcels, as well as construction management and oversight to various project contractors
throughout the duration of the development.
Our team has given much thought and creative energy to the concepts and response in the
following pages. We look forward to presenting our concepts to the Authority and look forward a
collaborative exchange regarding the boundless opportunity this redevelopment presents.
Sincerely,

Paul H. Flower, P.E.
Manager, WLC Muse, LLC
1000 South Jefferson Davis Parkway
New Orleans, Louisiana 70125
Phone | 504.822.6443 (office) 504.915.0954 (mobile)
Email | phflower@woodwarddesignbuild.com
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Team Composition & Responsibilities
A development of this size, scale and significance,
requires a team with a unique balance of vision, strength,
foresight and resources to deliver the Authority’s mission
and objectives.

DEVELOPMENT TEAM COMPOSITION & RESPONSIBILITIES

PAUL
FLOWER

ALAN
LEVENTHAL

HENRY COAXUM
LEE JACKSON
BOYSIE BOLLINGER
CRYSTAL & TODD MCDONALD

RICHARD
FRIEDMAN

Woodward, Leventhal, Carpenter & Company (WLC Muse,
LLC), represented by Paul Flower, Alan Leventhal and Richard
Friedman, will serve as the Managing Member of the Master
Development Team. In this role, they will be responsible for
the day-to-day decision making and project management
during design development and construction. Their
responsibilities will include:
Î Facilitate the due diligence period to further refine items
such as the gross development area, agreements on
lease, and legal terms and conditions with the Authority

WLC MUSE,
LLC
Managing
Member

CASCADE
INVESTMENTS,
LLC

GMB
INTERESTS,
LLC

AUDUBON
CAPITAL

Î Engage with City, State, and other Stakeholders to
determine and acquire the necessary approvals, permits,
and other regulatory actions

Î Cascade Investments, LLC – Investor
Î GMB Interests, LLC – Investor & Development Partner,
Entertainment Components
Î Audubon Capital Partners – Investor & Development
Partner, Residential Components
Î Local Investors
ò

Henry Coaxum, Coaxum Enterprises – DBE
Investor, Residential, Hospitality and Food
Service Development Partner, DBE/SEB
Development Advisor

ò

Lee Jackson, Jackson Offshore – Investor

ò

Boysie Bollinger, Bollinger Enterprises – Investor

ò

Crystal and Todd McDonald, JCM Management
Group, LLC – DBE Investor, Affordable
Housing Initiative

Î Secure financial commitments

MUSE
DEVELOPMENT,
LLC
Master
Developer

MUSE LANDING
DISTRICT, LLC
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LOCAL
INVESTORS

Î Finalize the program, vision, conceptual design for the
site and infrastructure in collaboration with the Authority
and Design Consultants

Additional firms serving as investors and master development
partners include several national and local firms. These
firms and individuals bring unique assets and abilities to
our development team, and collectively bring financing,
relationships, and decades of experience in real estate
development, building, and management of hospitality and
rental properties.

Î Manage infrastructure process
These firms and individuals bring decades of development
experience, and nearly a century of architectural and building
technical expertise to this development. In addition to the
responsibilities outlined above, they will draw on their reputation
in the market to bring qualified, diverse and local businesses
in as partners to provide sub-consulting services, as well as
labor and material services. Finally, they will deploy their proven,
trusted process of construction development to drive this
project to successful realization for the Authority. Paul Flower
will be the primary contact to the Authority for this development.
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Technical Consulting Team

Team Responsibility Matrix
MASTER PLAN, URBAN
DESIGN, INFRASTRUCTURE,
PUBLIC REALM

CONSTRUCTION MANAGER

Woodward-AECOM
Tishman

Sasaki

MASTER DEVELOPMENT TEAM

Woodward

Paul Flower, CEO
William Hoffman, President of Finance
and Development
Paul ‘Bear’ Cheezem, Development
Associate

Local Contractors

Woodward Design Group

Urban Systems

Zoning, Permit, Entitlements

Traffic Engineering

ASM Global/AEG Presents
Programming + Activation

Ken Flower, President of Design and
Construction
Lauren Marshall, Director of Diversity and
Inclusion

Î Project Management
Î Facilitate Stakeholder Engagement
Î Lead Due Diligence Period
Î Leadership to Technical Consulting Team
Î Financial Modeling and Projections
Î Scheduling, Phasing, Timeline Activation

See Responsibility Matrix,
Additional as Needed

Î Engagement of SEB/DBE Firms to Meet
Authority Goals
Alan Leventhal

CONSULTING AND SUPPORT TEAM

Sasaki is a global master planning, architecture, and urban
design firm with over 65 years of creating thoughtful
developments in urban landscapes. For a development of this
size and significance, this team will rely on Sasaki’s global
perspective, knowledge of similar city planning schemes, and
a deep understanding of the best uses and practices for this
urban design. As the project program progresses and elements
of the development require additional architectural and
engineering services, the team will solicit local firms to work on
each component while maintaining a cohesive aesthetic that will
be overseen by Sasaki. Assisting Sasaki with understanding of
local permits and entitlements will be Woodward Design Group.

Î Day-to-day decision making

Local Consultants

Leventhal
Adding technical expertise and resources to the master
development team are subconsultants selected for their
experience, knowledge and effectiveness on projects of this size
and significance.

INVESTOR AND LEAD MASTER DEVELOPMENT
PARTNER

Urban Systems Associates, Inc. is the leader in the field of
traffic engineering, transportation planning, safety studies, and
parking studies. This local, certified Women- Owned Business
Enterprise, has worked with a diverse array of clients and is
experienced in all aspects of traffic planning and engineering
including master planning, access management, public
safety, parking layouts, internal circulation, traffic control and
signal operations.
Woodward-AECOM Tishman Joint Venture is intending to be the
construction partner as the projects comprising the district
develop. Currently this joint venture of local and national
construction firms is renovating the iconic Four Seasons Hotel
and Residences at the foot of Canal Street. Their experience on
this $500 million development project will serve the team at the
front end to assist in phasing, sequencing, pricing, and schedule
components for the master development team to consider as
planning continues.

INVESTOR AND MASTER DEVELOPMENT
PARTNER
Î Assist Lead Development Partner
Î Assist in securing financial commitments
Î Guidance on market-specific development
components related to office, retail
and residential

Carpenter & Company

Richard Friedman, President & CEO
Darren Messina, EVP Design and
Construction

INVESTOR AND MASTER DEVELOPMENT
PARTNER
Î Assist Lead Development Partner

Lori Silverstein, VP & CFO

Î Assist in securing financial commitments

Peter Kuhlmann, VP

Î Guidance on market-specific development
components related to office, retail
and residential

Senam Kumahia, Project Manager

Serving in the role as entertainment consultant, operator, and
venue manager, is ASM Global. Supported by its parent, AEG
Presents, this team member fulfills a unique role in assisting
the team by strategically developing an entertainment program
for the district that will stimulate demand. ASM Global brings
nationally acclaimed experience, as well as locally proven
success as a live entertainment venue operator and content
developer to the team. The venue will be operated as an ‘open’
venue model, available to AEG Presents, Live Nation, any other
entertainment booking and promotion companies.
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Team Responsibility Matrix (cont.)

GMB Interests

Gayle Benson, Owner
Dennis Lauscha, President
Ben Hales, Senior Vice President and
Chief Operating Officer

Team Responsibility Matrix (cont.)
INVESTOR AND DEVELOPMENT PARTNER
Î Guidance on market-specific
development components related to
entertainment/recreational
Î Coordination and collaboration with
entertainment venue operator

TECHNICAL CONSULTANT AND SUPPORT TEAM

Sasaki

James Miner, AICP, Urban Planning and
Design Principal & CEO
Victor Vizgaitis, AIA, LEED AP, Principal
Architect

Audubon Capital
Partners

Brett Catlin, Managing Partner
Steve Wise, Managing Partner

Joshua Brooks, PLA, ASLA, Project
Manager & Senior Associate

INVESTOR AND DEVELOPMENT PARTNER

Matt Petrie, AIA, Senior Architect

Î Assist Lead Development Partners on Due
Diligence and Financial Modeling related
to multi-family residential buildings in
the development

John Sugrue, AIA, Senior Urban Designer
& Senior Associate

MASTER PLANNING & URBAN DESIGN
TECHNICAL CONSULTANT
Î Site planning and massing
Î Conceptual Rendering
Î Develop architectural character
of buildings, public spaces, and
infrastructure improvements
Î Circulation, site access and
parking considerations
Î Sustainable design considerations

Coaxum Enterprises

Henry Coaxum, President

DBE Direct Participation

Î Assist Lead Development Partner
in stakeholder engagement
tools and processes

INVESTOR AND DEVELOPMENT PARTNER
Î Guidance on market-specific development
components related to multi-family/
residential, hospitality and food service

Î Assist Lead Development Partner by
providing supporting documentation for
Financial Modeling, Scheduling, Phasing

Î DBE/SEB Development Advisor working to
identify and engage DBE/SEB partners to
meet Authority Goals

Jackson Offshore

Lee Jackson

INVESTOR

Î Collaboration and management of Technical
Consultant Support Team

ASM Global & AEG
Presents

Bob Newman, President & CEO, ASM
Global

Bollinger Enterprises

Boysie Bollinger, Chairman and CEO

INVESTOR

Charles Steedman, COO/Development
Officer, ASM Global

JCM Management
Group, LLC

Crystal and Todd McDonald

INVESTOR AND AFFORDABLE HOUSING
INITIATIVE

Doug Thornton, EVP, ASM Global

DBE Direct Participation

Shawn Trell, EVP & COO, AEG Presents

ENTERTAINMENT CONSULTANT
Î Collaboration with Master Planning and
Urban Design Technical Consultant to
program and design Entertainment Venue,
Outdoor Parks and Entertainment, and
future Entertainment related facilities
Î Assist the Entertainment Development
Partner with cost projections and financial
modeling for facility operations
ENTERTAINMENT FACILITY OPERATORS
Î Event Operations including booking,
services and staffing, financing
and accounting, box office ticketing,
marketing, public relations and media,
food and beverage
Î Live Music and Festival Production including
talent buying, festival/club/theater/
amphitheater production, operations,
marketing, ticketing, advertising,
food and beverage
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Team Responsibility Matrix (cont.)

Woodward-AECOM
Tishman Joint
Venture

Ken Flower, Managing Member
(Woodward)
Thomas Erickson, Managing Member
(AECOM Tishman)
Lane Louque, Operations (Woodward)
Chris Michel, Preconstruction
(Woodward)
Lee Currault, Project Executive
(Woodward)
Arkebia Matthews, Diversity
Management and Compliance (AECOM
Tishman)

THE FOUR SEASONS

CONSTRUCTION MANAGER
Î Assist the Lead Development Partner
with cost and schedule projections for
financial modeling
Î Collaborate with Technical Consultant
Team to provide preconstruction
services including cost estimating, value
engineering, constructability analysis, and
schedule preparation
Î Provide construction management services
including project management, procurement,
field and site supervision, safety
supervision, quality control and assurance
supervision, and administrative support
Î Support the Development Team to identify,
recruit, engage, and partner with DBE/SEB
firms to meet Authority goals; this includes
all necessary record keeping and reporting
to assist the Authority’s mission

Urban Systems, Inc
DBE Goods and Services

Alison Catarella-Michel, P.E., PTOE,
PTP, RSP1 President & Transportation
Engineer
Nicole Stewart, PE, PTOE, VP &
Transportation Engineer

GMc+ Company
Advertising

Glenda McKinley English, Public
Relations Consultant

SE/Hudson Goods and
Services

TRAFFIC ENGINEERING CONSULTANT
Î Assist Master Planning and Urban Design
Technical Consultant with Traffic Analysis
Î Services include traffic engineering, traffic
counts and data collection, interchange/
intersection design, traffic sign design,
traffic control devices and detour plans,
traffic impact analysis and master
plan improvements
PUBLIC RELATIONS CONSULTANT
Î Assist Development Team with
public relations events and official
communications regarding the development
Î Assist in DBE Outreach

Woodward Design
Group

Don Fant, AIA, LEED AP

ZONING AND ENTITLEMENTS

Woodward
Engineering Group

Nicholas Mannix, P.E.

STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING AND DESIGN

Sherman Strategies

Michael Sherman

LAND USE AND GOVERNMENT RELATIONS
CONSULTANT, ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAM ASSISTANCE
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